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Aomei Dynamic Disk Manager Pro Edition is a comprehensive and effective software
solution geared towards users who need to handle various operations on their partitions such
as extending or shrinking the volume, changing the label, modifying the drive letter, add new
drives to RAID and convert basic to dynamic disk or vice-versa. It helps you to accurately
extend or shrink the original partition size, merge two adjacent partitions, add unallocated
disk space and wipe data from a specific volume. When you launch the application for the
first time, you are able to view that all the available hard disks are automatically recognized,
irrespective of their file format such as FAT16, FAT32 or NTFS. The left panel enables you
to access the operations and the wizard you are interested in. You can press the ‘Manage this
basic disk’ link in order to recover your data, make a new bootable disk, delete all the
partitions or copy data from one disk to another. In case you want to create a new volume, a
wizard will guide you throughout the entire process. It allows you to create a simple, spanned,
striped or mirrored volume, then choose the destination disks to create the volume on.
Sometimes, there might be situations when you need to protect your important data when
unexpected situations come, such as hardware failures or software crashes. In this manner,
you are able to use the ‘Disk Copy Wizard’ option and copy the used space of the disk to
another one, or simply copy all the sectors of the disk to a target one. Additionally, you are
able to improve the whole SSD performance using the ‘Partition Alignment’ option by setting
the alignment to whatever configuration you want. In closing, Aomei Dynamic Disk Manager
Pro Edition proves to be a steady and effective solution when it comes to handling all the
basic partition operations. 4 free software for the home user - All in one solution. Select the
software you like and save it to your computer. Aomei WMP Pro Edition Wipe Data Aomei
WMP Pro Edition. Aomei WMP Pro Edition is designed to make sure your privacy is
protected. It includes all the tools you need to securely erase your data, including formatting,
overwriting, shredding, and formatting with a known value. Features: Seamlessly convert
between standard and dynamic disk. The size of a drive can be extended or shrunk. 5 Aomei
WMP Pro Edition W
Aomei Dynamic Disk Manager Pro Edition

Aomei Dynamic Disk Manager Pro Edition enables you to efficiently extend or shrink your
partitions, copy your data, and protect it. The program is a powerful and reliable application
that saves you time and helps you to perform basic operations on your partitions without
complications. The included Disk Copy Wizard can be used to backup your data to an
external disk, make bootable DVD/CD, or move data from one hard disk to another. Aomei
Dynamic Disk Manager Pro Edition offers you the ability to make a basic dynamic disk and
protected disk. You are also able to remove all the partitions on a hard disk, partition it into
two or more hard disks, remove the partition marks from a hard disk, merge two adjacent
partitions, and extend or shrink the original volume. What's New 1.15 fixed an issue that
caused the application to not work properly in certain instances. 1.14 fixed an issue that
caused a "runtime error" to be displayed when a hard disk has been formatted as dynamic
disk in Windows Vista and Windows 7. 1.13 fixed an issue that caused the process of
partitioning a hard disk to fail when it is full. 1.12 fixed an issue that caused a "runtime
error" to be displayed when a hard disk has been formatted as basic disk in Windows Vista
and Windows 7. 1.11 fixed an issue that caused an issue to be displayed when a disk has been
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formatted as dynamic disk. 1.10 fixed an issue that caused a "runtime error" to be displayed
when the destination partition is equal to the original one. 1.9 fixed an issue that caused an
issue to be displayed when the volume is equal to the original one. 1.8 fixed an issue that
caused the status of "format error" to be displayed when the program is run. 1.7 fixed an
issue that caused an issue to be displayed when the original partition has been formatted as
dynamic disk. 1.6 fixed an issue that caused an issue to be displayed when the destination
partition is equal to the original one. 1.5 fixed an issue that caused the operation to fail when
the destination volume has been extended. 1.4 fixed an issue that caused an issue to be
displayed when the destination volume has been extended. 1.3 fixed an issue that caused an
issue to be displayed when the destination volume has been extended. 1.2 fixed an issue that
caused an issue to be displayed when the destination volume has been extended. 1.
77a5ca646e
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This software is developed by aomei Technology Co., Ltd. which is a professional solution
provider that provides a wide range of PC utilities and utilities for office, digital camera, net,
Windows and other products. With aomei Dynamic Disk Manager, you can easily and safely
perform basic operations such as hard disk management, partition management, disk cloning,
CD/DVD image backup and data backup. The following key features are included in this
software: Easy to use: It is easy to use and is very convenient. It offers a user-friendly
interface. With this software, you are able to conveniently expand or shrink partitions, create
new partitions, add new hard drives to a RAID, and copy data from one hard disk to another.
Seamless integration: It is a reliable and friendly utility that integrates and optimizes various
functions, so that you can access most of its powerful features with a couple of clicks.
Performance enhancement: The dynamic disk management tool is able to automatically align
and partition your hard drive. It makes sure to maintain the maximum performance of your
system. Extension and shrinking: It is a reliable utility that has the ability to extend and shrink
a partition. Advanced partition management: It is a reliable and friendly utility that is wellknown in the disk partitioning industry. New partition scheme: It allows users to create a
dynamic disk that can be converted back to basic disks by using the ‘Convert to basic disk’
feature. User-friendly interface: It supports a user-friendly interface and can be accessed
with a simple click. Search: It is able to offer users to find any one or all partitions by using
the ‘Search’ function. Data backup: It is able to offer users to back up any disk or all hard
disks. Formatting: It is able to format a disk from ext2 to NTFS. Disk Alignment: It is able to
align a disk that has been aligned manually. Cloning: It is able to clone any hard disk by using
the built-in ‘disk copy’ function. Data Backup: It is able to offer users to back up any disk or
all hard disks. Formatting: It is able to format a disk from ext2 to NTFS. Disk Alignment: It
is able to align a disk that has been aligned manually. Cloning: It
What's New in the Aomei Dynamic Disk Manager Pro Edition?

Edit and format basic and dynamic disk partitions.Merge partition into one to extend
partition size.Create new dynamic disk (basic disk or extended disk).Change dynamic disk
letters and labels.Add dynamic disk to RAID.Convert basic to dynamic or dynamic to
basic.Convert dynamic disk to basic.Convert dynamic disk to RAID.Manage and format
dynamic disk partition.Make new bootable disk.Delete all partitions or volume. Copy data
from disk to another one.Align partition or volume.Create partition using FAT16, FAT32 or
NTFS file system.Format NTFS partition.Convert basic disk to dynamic disk (spanned and
striped volumes).Create a volume for non-empty disk space using dynamic disk (basic disk or
extended disk).Recover data from wiped volume.Delete unallocated disk space.Recover data
from a specific volume.Q: Running an Exe file in Java from bash script My problem is as
follows. I have to write a Java program which will take command line parameters and read
data from text files and generate a report. I have generated a bash script and my Java
program and it compiles and runs perfectly fine. But when I try to execute it from bash script
I get the following error. Exception in thread "main" java.io.IOException: Unable to open
file at myprogram.run(myprogram.java:81) at myprogram.main(myprogram.java:24) at
myprogram.main(myprogram.java) at
sun.reflect.NativeMethodAccessorImpl.invoke0(Native Method) at
sun.reflect.NativeMethodAccessorImpl.invoke(NativeMethodAccessorImpl.java:57) at
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sun.reflect.DelegatingMethodAccessorImpl.invoke(DelegatingMethodAccessorImpl.java:43)
at java.lang.reflect.Method.invoke(Method.java:606) at
com.intellij.rt.execution.application.AppMain.main(AppMain.java:120) Caused by:
java.io.FileNotFoundException: file:/Users/Rahul/Desktop/Myreport.txt at
java.io.FileInputStream.open(Native Method) at
java.io.FileInputStream.(FileInputStream.java:146) at
java.io.FileInputStream.(FileInputStream.java:101) at myprogram.main(myprogram.java:81)
... 6 more Here is my Java program. package myprogram; import java.io.BufferedReader;
import java.io.
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 64bit Processor: 1.7 GHz Dual-Core Memory: 1 GB RAM
Graphics: Intel HD graphics 4000 Hard Disk: 3 GB available space Recommended: OS:
Windows 8 64bit Processor: 1.8 GHz Quad-Core Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA
GT420 or AMD HD 7900 Hard Disk: 5 GB available space Processor: 1.7
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